MS241/8  Anti-Semitism

MS241/8/1  Anti-Semitism, anti-Zionism: newspaper, magazine and journal articles, some in German, Hebrew script, Italian and French; typescript commentaries; printed pamphlets; correspondence; proceedings of conferences  1980-5

MS241/8/2  Anti-Semitism—Africa to Argentina: newspaper, magazine and journal articles, some in German, Hebrew script, French, and Spanish, including folders concerning Jacobo Timmerman, David Graiver, "the disappeared" (including a special report made by the Delegation of Jewish Argentine Associations), neo-Nazis, the general political situation in Argentina, the general Jewish situation in Argentina, anti-Semitic incidents, old Nazis  1977-86

MS241/8/3  Anti-Semitism—Australia: newspaper, magazine and journal articles, including a number of items concerning Professor Blainey and Eric Butler and the Australian League of Rights; printed pamphlets and printed copies of *Australia/Israel Review*  1974-91

MS241/8/4  Anti-Semitism—Austria: newspaper, magazine and journal articles, mostly in German and English, some in Hebrew script, including folders concerning the desecration of synagogues and cemeteries, the Jewish situation, research, the political situation, neo-Nazis, a folder of printed copies of *Mitteilungen*, an attack on a synagogue in Vienna in 1981, anti-Semitic incidents and right wing organisations  1977-91

MS241/8/5  Anti-Semitism—Belgium: newspaper, magazine and journal articles in French, German, Hebrew script and English, including folders concerning organisations, anti-Semitic incidents, Diksmuide meetings, legal developments and desecration of synagogues and cemeteries  1980-91

MS241/8/6  Anti-Semitism—Bolivia to Canada: newspaper, magazine and journal articles in French, German, Hebrew script and English, including items concerning Klaus Barbie, folders concerning neo-Nazis and the desecration of synagogues and cemeteries in Canada, Nazis in Canada, anti-Semitism in Canada (including the Keegstra affair), Ernst Zundel and legal issues in Canada  1977-92

MS241/8/7  Anti-Semitism—Chile to Finland: newspaper, magazine and journal articles in French, German, Hebrew script and English  1982-92

MS241/8/8  Anti-Semitism—Europe, United Nations, international: newspaper, magazine, conference proceedings, reports and journal articles in French, German, Hebrew script and English, including folders concerning the Brandt Commission, international neo-Nazi connections, anti-Semitism in the United Nations, statements on anti-Semitism (including nostra aetate) and human rights in Europe (including Council of Europe reports)  1981-91

MS241/8/9  Anti-Semitism—France: newspaper reports, magazine and journal articles in French, English, German and Hebrew script, including folders concerning Jean Marie Le Pen, elections, general assessment of the situation in France, left wing anti-Semitism, terrorism, desecration of cemeteries and synagogues (including the incident at Carpentras), war crimes (including 1970-92
items concerning Klaus Barbie, Paul Touvier and Maurice Papon), the fight against anti-Semitism, holocaust education, legal issues (including court cases against Le Pen, Barbie and Papon), measures against terrorism, terrorist acts against non-Jews, the Front National, the attacks in the rue des Rosiers and the rue Copernic, anti-Semitic incidents, foreigners, organisations (including a whole copy of *Différences* and two typescript manuscripts of surveys of right wing organisations), publications (including whole copies of printed catalogues of publications, for example, *Diffusion de la Pensée Française*, *Pour une Croisade du Livre Contrerévolutionnaire*, and including a number of copies of *Pardès*), GREGE, FANE, Action Directe, photocopy of a typescript of a record of anti-Semitic incidents 1974-81, photocopy of a dissertation typescript by Eric Benmergui on the resurgence of anti-Semitism in France, and a small number of printed copies of RLP-Hebdô

**MS241/8/1 0**

Anti-Semitism—Germany: newspaper reports, magazine and journal articles in German, English, French, Polish, Italian and Hebrew script, including folders concerning "Verfassungsschutz", a number of whole and part copies of *Innere Sicherheit*, publications (including a number of printed catalogues of publications, for example, *Kritik*, *Blick nach rechts* (including a number of copies of the publication), official German statements (including a number of printed copies of *Bulletin*), anti-Semitic incidents (including reports on the SS meeting at Bad Hersfeld and the game "Jüde ärgere dich nicht"), desecration of synagogues and cemeteries, neo-Nazism (including a small number of copies of radio broadcast scripts), individuals (including reports of the trials of Karl-Heinz Hoffmann and Michael Kühlmen and accounts of the funeral of Hans Ulrich Rudel), legal issues (mostly concerning trials of former Nazis and neo-Nazis, and the debate surrounding the passing of a bill in 1985 to outlaw Holocaust denial), press releases from the Generalbundesanwalt concerning arrests and sentencing for terrorist offences, Manfred Roeder, Nazi war crimes, left wing terrorism, the general situation in Germany (including items on re-unification, the anniversary of Hitler's death, the visits of President Chaim Herzog to Germany and of President Richard von Weizsäcker to Israel, the decision of the Bergen councillors not to rename the main street of Bergen after Anne Frank, Germany and the Gulf War), educational efforts against Nazism (including a number of press releases by the Bund der Antifaschisten, and a number of items concerning film and television representations of the Nazi era, especially the television series *Holocaust*), the "Greens", foreigners, research, opinion polls, Holocaust denial, anti-Semitic and neo-Nazi incidents, parties and organisations (including the Ku Klux Klan, the FAP, the NF, the Wiking-Jugend, HIAC, DVU, Fanz Schönhuber and die Republikaner, Konservierte Aktion), the Holocaust, the extreme right and extreme left, xenophobia, a small number of printed copies of "Verfassungsschutzbericht" and elections (including official reports)

**MS241/8/1 1**

Anti-Semitism—Greece: newspaper reports, magazine and journal articles in Greek, German, English, French, and Hebrew script, including a printed copy, in Greek, of D.Kapsala, *Enemies of the Greek Nation: Zionism* (Thessaloniki, 1983), and folders concerning organisations, politics, the Middle East, terrorism, anti-Semitic incidents, general anti-Semitism

**1976-92**

**1976-86**
(including the Greek reaction to the Entebbe raid), elections and publications

MS241/8/1 2 Anti-Semitism—Guatemala to Iran: newspaper, magazine and journal articles in Greek, German, English, French and Hebrew script, including items on the survival of the Jewish community in Guatemala, the anti-Semitic attitude of the Roman Catholic church in Hungary, military training for the PLO in India, neo-Nazi organisations in Ireland (particularly the NSIWP) and the question of the return of the convicted Nazi war criminal Pieter Menten to Ireland 1982-91

MS241/8/1 3 Anti-Semitism—Israel to Italy (general, political): newspaper reports, journal articles, in Italian, German, Hebrew script and English, including on the trial of John Demjanjuk, Italian reactions to the war in Lebanon, elections in Italy; copy of a pamphlet Il Caso Faurisson; correspondence; paper from the Centro di Documentazione Ebraica Contemporanea, Milano; lists of candidates for election and of election results for Italy, 1948-76 1978-91

MS241/8/1 4 Anti-Semitism—Italy: newspaper reports, JTA and JCNS and journal articles, in Italian, German, Hebrew script and English, including on legal matters, neo-fascism, terrorism, on organisations such as the Movimento Sociale Italiano (MSI), anti-Semitic incidents, polls and research on anti-Semitism; forms giving details of court proceedings and convictions on racist grounds; correspondence; typescript papers, in English or Hebrew script on organisations, such as the South Tirol Heimatbund (Homeland League), Ordine Nuovo; part of printed papers of the congress of the Unione Comunità Israelitiche Italiane, Rome, reporting on anti-Semitic incidents; booklet Italy: extremist antisemitic and anti-Zionist organisations: a general survey, September 1984; Unione delle Comunità Israelitiche Italiane papers; Centro di Documentazione Ebraica Contemporanea, Milano paper documenting anti-Semitic incidents 1978-91

MS241/8/1 5 Anti-Semitism—Japan to Morocco: newspaper, journal articles in French, German, Hebrew script and English; press releases; text of a BBC Outlook programme on anti-Semitism in Japan; copies of articles on the Jewish book boom, some in Japanese; copies of Latin American Report; 'Report on fact finding mission to Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay, August 6-18, 1984' by Dr Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director of International Relations Department, and Jacobo Kovadloff, Director of South American Affairs of the American Jewish Committee; paper 'Anti-Semitism in Latin America' by Jacobo Kovadloff; extract from Hansard on Libyan terrorist organisations; papers noting details of anti-Semitic incidents; confidential paper on 'Jews in the Mexican turmoil'; bibliographical references 1977-91

MS241/8/1 6 Anti-Semitism—the Netherlands to New Zealand: newspaper, JTA, journal articles in French, German and English, including on the desecration of synagogues and cemeteries, legal matters, Neo-Nazis; pamphlet and typescript papers on elections and details of the cabinet in the Netherlands; Stichting Bestrijding Antisemitsme (STIBA) or the Foundation for the Fight against Anti-Semitism report and memorandums to the Minister of Justice, in Dutch; booklets; correspondence; New Zealand Jewish Council reports and educational papers; Church of Odin 1978-90
Anti-Semitism—Nicaragua to South Africa: newspaper, JTA and JCNS and journal articles, in French, German, Norwegian, Hebrew script and English, including on Neo-Nazis, desecration of synagogues and cemeteries, legal matters; copy of typescript paper ‘Antisemitism or disinformation on Nicaragua?’ by Ignacio Klich; extracts from Hansard; press releases; Spotlight on the Americas newsletter produced by the Center for International Security, Washington; booklet of facts about Norway, 1982-3; paper recording an anti-Semitic incident in Peru; typescript papers detailing the results of the Portuguese presidential elections; typescript of a BBC world service report on diplomatic relations between Malaysia and Singapore during President Herzog’s visit, 1986; annual report of the Centre for Intergroup Studies, Cape Town; report of proceedings of a meeting of the South African Jewish Board of Deputies, 1981; Foreign and Commonwealth Office background brief paper on black nationalist organisations in South Africa, 1981

Anti-Semitism—Spain: newspaper articles, in French, German, Spanish, Hebrew script and English, including on the extreme right, legal matters, the political situation and Middle East relations; correspondence; booklet Spain/Portugal: extremist antisemitic and anti-Zionist organizations: a general survey, Oct 1984; list of Spanish right wing organisations; Origen, desarrollo y disolucion de fuerza nueva (Una aproximacion al estudio de la extrema derecha espanola) by Jose Luis Rodriguez Jimenez

Anti-Semitism—Sweden: newspaper, JTA articles, in French, German, Hebrew script or English, including on Dietlieb Felderer, neo-Nazi activities and anti-semitic incidents; reports on anti-Semitic and racist activities compiled by Judiska Församlingen i Stockholm; correspondence, including of Dietlieb Felderer; copies of Jewish Information newsletters

Anti-Semitism—Switzerland-Turkey: newspaper, JTA and journal articles, in French, German, Hebrew script, English, including on desecration of synagogues and cemeteries, elections, the Basle incident, terrorism; paper of the Deuxieme conference mondiale de la lutte contre la racisme et la discrimination raciale on Switzerland; booklet Pourquoi wozu perche libertas?: electoral statistics; details of radio broadcasts; correspondence; Institut für Markt- und Meinungsforschung report ‘Antisemitismus in der Schweiz’, Feb 1980; ‘Terrorism: the situation in Switzerland’ by Dr Willy Guggenheim

Anti-Semitism—Great Britain (United Kingdom): newspaper, JCNFS and journal articles, in German, Hebrew script, English, including on anti-Semitic incidents, extreme left wing, infiltration of the Conservative party, revisionism; papers concerning right wing candidates in elections; text of the BBC Feedback programme concerning a Desert Island Discs programme with Lady Mosley; extracts from Hansard; Institute of Jewish Affairs research report on National Front success in elections; University of Glasgow Department of Sociology
background papers *Bias in newspaper crime reports: selective and distorted reporting of crime news in 6 Scottish newspapers during March 1981* by Jason Ditton and James Duffy, Mar 1982; 'Draft report of the Committee of Enquiry of infiltration by the extreme right into the Conservative party and the level of collaboration with the right wing of the Conservative party', Sep 1983; press releases; Jewish Defence and Group Relations Committee report, Apr 1984; copies of *Action briefing* the newsletter of the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women; article, in Hebrew script, on the British Movement; reports of anti-Semitic incidents; Jewish Defence and Group Relations committee reports; Social Affairs Unit research reports *Tracts beyond the times: a brief guide to the Communist or revolutionary Marxist press* by Charles Elwell; report, in Hebrew script and English, detailing extreme left wing parties in Great Britain; Conservative Research Department Paper *Extremism and the left* by Peter Shipley, 20 Jul 1981; copy of *On board* the newsletter of the Board of Deputies of British Jews; copy of *Contemporary affairs briefing* newsletter containing a paper by Colin Holmes 'The vitality of anti-Semitism: the British experience since 1945', Feb 1981; copy of text of a BBC report on the Conservative right wing in Britain by Derek Blizard, 1985; booklists of extremist publications; copies of *Home*; paper setting out the principles and policies of the British National Party

**MS241/8/2 2**

Anti-Semitism—Great Britain (United Kingdom), David Irving: newspaper articles; correspondence; copy of *Community briefing*, 1991; text and transcripts of broadcast about or with David Irving in Australia

**MS241/8/2 3**

Anti-Semitism—Great Britain (United Kingdom), extreme right organisations, National Front, neo-Nazi activities: newspaper and journal articles, some in French; list of organisations with brief details on their ideology, membership, publications; circulars; text of a Channel 4 *Scottish eye* programme on the growth of right wing political groups in Scotland, 17 Mar 1990; copy of *Action briefing* the newsletter of the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women; reports in Hebrew script and English on the British Anti-Zionist Organisation (BAZO), the Council for the Advancement of Arab-British Understanding (CAABU), the Monday Club and the Racial Preservation Society (RPS); *Let Britain live: the manifesto of the National Front; It's our country—let's win it back* the manifesto of the National Front; extracts from *Hansard*; typescript paper listing neo-Nazi offences in Great Britain in 1981; report in Hebrew script and English, detailing extreme right wing organisations in Great Britain

**MS241/8/2 4**

Anti-Semitism—Great Britain (United Kingdom), racism: Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) report on Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 1992; newspaper and journal articles, some in Hebrew script; paper on 'The overseas aid con' and 'The slavery/lie trick' produced by British Voice; *The Government reply to the Third report from the Home Affairs Committee session, 1985-86: Racial attacks and harassment* presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for the Home Department, Dec 1986 (HMSO); Fourteenth Minority Rights Group annual lecture *The perception of minorities and the role of the media* by Peter Newsam (1986); *Third report from the Home Affairs Committee*
Anti-Semitism—Great Britain (United Kingdom), war criminals: newspaper articles, some in German or Hebrew script; text of radio and television programmes; extracts from Hansard; Home Office legal analysis relating to war crimes; article on Canadian legislative proposal for the prosecution of war criminals; House of Commons All-Party Parliamentary War Crimes Group report giving an update of the chronology of events with relation to the war crimes debate; booklet Nazi war criminals: an overview; House of Commons All-Party Parliamentary War Crimes Group booklet Questions of justice; transcripts of radio and television programmes; programme for the House of Commons All-Party Parliamentary War Crimes Group conference on Nazi war criminals 'Time for justice', 1989

Anti-Semitism—United States of America: newspaper, JTA and journal articles, some in German or Hebrew script; press releases including Citizens Commission on Human Rights International Office paper 'US psychiatric group resurrects top Nazi ideologist glorifies "racial hygiene" architect as "scientist"'; Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL) Civil Rights Division policy background paper 'Campus anti-bias codes: a new form of censorship?'; World Jewish Congress typescript paper on anti-Semitism based on information received through the Hadassah National Task Force, 1983; paper, mainly in Hebrew script, giving the background and information on individuals and extremist organisations in the USA, 1981; American Jewish Committee report 'Anti-Semitism in America: a balance sheet', 1981

Anti-Semitism—United States of America, anti-Semitic incidents: newspaper, JTA and journal articles, some in French or Hebrew script; press releases; ADL printed audits of anti-Semitic incidents

Anti-Semitism—United States of America, campus, legal, publications, research: newspaper, JTA articles, some in German or Hebrew script; press releases; Hate crimes statutes: a 1991 status report; ADL of B'nai B'rith special reports The campaign against the US Justice Department's prosecution of suspected Nazi war criminals, "Shaved for battle" skinheads target America's youth and Neo Nazi skinheads: a 1990 status report; booklists; ADL research report Louis Farrakhan: the
campaign to manipulate public opinion: a study in the
packaging of bigotry; American Jewish Committee papers

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—United States of America, black-Jewish 
relations, Louis Farrakhan, Gary Rex Lauck, Lyndon LaRouche 
and the US Labor Party: newspaper, JTA and journal articles, 
some in French, German or Hebrew script; press releases; 
typescript report on a conference on Black-Jewish relations 
held at the Wingspread Center, Wisconsin; ADL background 
report Louis Farrakhan: continuing the message of hate, an 
update; ADL paper 'Louis Farrakhan in his own words'; paper, 
mainly in Hebrew script, on extremist organisations and Gary 
Rex Lauck; ADL special report The LaRouche political cult: 
packaging extremism; Nazis without swastikas: the Lyndon 
LaRouche cult and its war on American labour by Dennis King; 
ADL facts paper 'The LaRouche network: a political cult'; 
typescript paper 'New solidarity: some investigative leads' |

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—United States of America, extremist 
organisations: newspaper, JTA and journal articles, some in 
French, German or Hebrew script; press releases; ADL special 
report Extremism and the Gulf crisis; papers giving details of 
membership, ideology of organisations; ADL report The 
skinheads— an update on "shaved for battle"; ADL background 
report The committee of the States; typescript paper 'Right wing 
terrorism in the United States' by Bruce Hoffman of the Rand 
Corporation; ADL special report The American farmer and the 
extremists; typescript paper by Matthew Maibaum on 
survivalist movements; Hate groups in America: a record of 
bigotry and violence produced by the ADL; flyers and papers of 
the National Socialist White People's Party |

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—United States of America, Institute of 
Historical Review, Klu Klux Klan, Liberty Lobby, New Right: 
newspaper, JTA articles, some in French, German or Hebrew 
script; book lists; Institute of Historical Review flyers, 
newsletter; The Wilcox Report containing a critical review of 
Hate groups in America: a record of bigotry and violence; 
ADL special report The KKK today: a 1991 status report; press 
releases; report, mainly in Hebrew script, on the Liberty Lobby; 
ADL special research reports Dukewatch and Anger on the 
right: Pat Buchanan's venomous crusade |

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—United States of America, war criminals: 
newspaper and JTA articles, some in French, German or Hebrew 
script; ADL special report Enemies in our midst: 
America's effort to expose and expel Nazi war criminals 1945- 
1989; copies of a memorandum and an order from the civil 
action before the US district court of Connecticut in the case of 
USA against Vladimir Sokolov aka Vladimir Samarin; brief 
papers from case of Karl Linnau against the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service before the US court of appeals |

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—Uruguay: newspaper and JTA articles, some in 
French, German or Hebrew script; press releases; report, in 
Hebrew script |

| MS241/8/3 | Anti-Semitism—Yugoslavia: paper, in Serbo-Croat [?], setting |
out the verdict of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Serbia in Yugoslavia on a book containing references to the Protocols of Zion; newspaper, news digest and news monitoring articles, some in Hebrew script; copies of The Jewish Review; press release

Anti-Semitism—general, war crimes, A, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, E-F, Germany, J-M, N, S, United Kingdom, United States of America: newspaper and journal articles, some in French or German; typescript paper 'Problems of comparative research on antisemitism in Central and Western Europe' by Herbert A. Strauss; Malcolm Hay memorial lecture The church facing modern antisemitism by Johannes, Cardinal Willebrands, Oct 1988; correspondence; report of the Israeli government, in Hebrew script and English, on the state of anti-Semitism in the world; press releases

1986-91